Post doctoral Contract in Dynamic Control, ERC DyCon Project, DeustoTech Research Center in Bilbao, Spain.

Description

The Chair of Computational Mathematics led by Enrique Zuazua in DeustoTech Research Center in Bilbao (Basque Country, Spain) offers a postdoctoral position to carry out mathematical and computational research, with excellent facilities within a world-wide academic and industrial-technological network. The duration of the contract is of 12 months, with a possible extension to one more year.

This position is funded by the European Research Council (ERC) Advanced Grant “DYCON – Dynamic Control”.

Research activities will be focused in some of the priority lines of the project (http://cmc.deusto.es/work-packages/), that will be identified accordingly to the candidate’s profile.

Application submission and further information can be found in:

https://deusto.talentclue.com/en/node/45963556/4590

Please help us diffusing this call and contact us (ccm-offers-group@deusto.es) for further information.